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It is hard to believe it
has been a year since
we combined our
communications and
utility billing into the same
software – and into the save
envelope for customers.
Thank you for your patience
as we’ve worked through the
conversion!
This has been a busy summer
for SMU and we are gearing
up for fall. We are getting
ready for another school year
of local programming on The
Spencer Channel 3. We plan
to provide LIVE coverage
for home events again this
school year on both Channel
3 on SMU Ultimate TV and
on the Channel 3 Webcast:
https://smunet.net/spencerchannel-3-webcast/.
We hope you are making
plans to attend the Clay
County Fair powered by SMU,
September 10-18! We are
planning to broadcast a daily
highlight show each day of
the Fair on Channel 3, so be
sure to tune in!

MU is continuing to convert
customers from Cable TV
to Ultimate TV service and
will soon have all customers
converted. If a conversion
appointment hasn’t been
scheduled yet, contact our
office as soon as possible to
get one scheduled to avoid a
disruption in service.

811 Day

A

ugust 11th is a day to help raise awareness to
contact Iowa One Call before digging. Any type of
project that involves digging requires contacting Iowa
One Call-this applies to both residential and commercial
projects. It is free and it’s the law. There are three easy
ways to contact them: simply dial 811, dial 1-800-2928989 or file an electronic ticket at iowaonecall.com.
As SMU has done in the past, we said thanks again this
year to some crews in our community for calling or
clicking before digging.

Touch-A-Truck
We were glad to participate in the Touch-ATruck event again this year on August 14th.
Many stopped by to see our plug hug that
is being used this summer as part of the
hydrant painting process.

Use Water Wisely

T

his time of year, lawns aren’t looking as green and
plush as they were this spring. Outside watering
can help keep lawns looking nice during the stress of
summer. Here are some tips to help do it efficiently:

Don’t: water during the middle of the day. Watering when the sun
is high in the sky speeds evaporation, and much of the water you’re
paying to put on your lawn actually ends up evaporating before it
reaches the roots of the plant.

Do: water your lawn and plants during the early

Don’t: overwater your lawn. Overwatering leads to shallow roots that
make your lawn more susceptible to weed growth and disease.

morning when the sun is low in the sky.

Do: use a sprinkler gauge to measure how much water
you are putting on your lawn. A healthy lawn needs
about 1 to 1.5 inches of moisture each week (rain and
irrigation combined).

Do: water your lawn as efficiently as possible.

Follow us on Facebook

Don’t: mow your lawn too short. This puts the grass under more stress
and leads to greater loss of soil moisture.
Don’t: water your sidewalks, driveways, or the street. Adjust your
sprinkler settings to maximize the amount of water going where you
want it.
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